
NON-NEGOTIABLE
claimant/i/©Steven of the family: Kirk™

      C/o Address 

Jane Toman
DOB: July 1963

To CEO, JANE TOMAN/respondent/she/you
Blaby District Council
Council Offices
Desford Road   
Narborough
Leicester                                                           
LE19 2EP             
Corporation No: 236643755 

 Notice of First and Final Warning

19th March 2019
 
Recorded delivery to CEO JANE TOMAN BLABY DISTRICT COUNCIL PLC, 
Recorded Delivery No: GQ 6228 3783 0GB
Previous numbers GK 9584 6957 9GB, GK 9584 6948 5GB, GK 9584 6943 2GB

Recorded for fraud and treason purposes. We do not communicate with a PO BOX.

common law jurisdiction applies exclusively
Notice to agent is notice to principal and notice to principal is notice to agent applies.

This is NOT a complaint, a query, a request for a statement/agreement and is NOT to be treated as one. 
By doing so, you will agree to pay £5,000.00 in damages. Do not refer to me as Sir/Mr/Mrs/Ms or any title, 
which is a legal fiction and is not me. By doing so, you will also agree to pay £5,000,000.00 (Five million 
GBP) in damages.

Re: Account numbers: (new account number more fraud) 252288963, 25228896 and 09017913

Dear Jane Toman in her private and unlimited capacity, 

We thank Jane Toman for the letter dated 01 March 2019 which we received today 18 March 2019 and  
notice there is no date on the fraudulent no existent stamp used on the envelope and believe Jane Toman has 
made a mistake.

While the letter is addressed to  MR STEVEN KIRK and the address is also in full capitalization of the 
letters which is a corporation and a corporations address not the living man and their non commercial private
property which is now in a trust it is also written in American-sign-language which I do not understand it is 
GLOSSA, poisonous text and is unreadable and therefore it is not written in English for us to understand and
it is also CAPITIS DIMINUTIO MAXIMA (meaning a maximum loss of status through the use of 
capitalization, e.g. JOHN DOE or DOE JOHN) – The highest or most comprehensive loss of status. This 
occurred when a man’s condition was changed from one of freedom to one of bondage, when he became a 
slave. It swept away with it all rights of citizenship and all family rights. This is incorrect I certainly am no 
ones slave do you understand jane toman.  (highlighted for your convenience)

The letter also claims that “you” owes £1,371.16 and “you” must make payment. As we are not “you” we are
returning this letter to Jane Toman so that she may forward this letter to “you” and any further letters can also
be sent to “you”. (highlighted for your convenience)
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Notice subject access request: for the second time May 2018 was the first time.

Please supply the information about me I am entitled to under the Data Protection Act 1998 relating to my 
unique and my parents unique council tax reference numbers are linked to HMRC Bank account and 
BONDS on the Treasury Direct Gov bonds market which are worth BILLIONS of dollars because they go 
way back to 01/1980 and there is one bond placed EVERY MONTH thereafter up-to the present day, over 4 
decades, over 40 years of Bonds. Evidence enclosed.

 Why my unique council tax account numbers 252288963, 25228896 and 09017913 is being used as 
a bank account number and is corresponding with the HMRC sort code: 08-32-10

 Why the bank being used for these payments is the American held CITIBANK NA, a parent 
company of the Bloomberg Group.

 All digital or hard copy information held with my details i.e. Name, account numbers and any other 
relevant unique information relating to me personally.

 Why are the same numbers my unique council tax account numbers 252288963, 25228896 and 
09017913 are being used as a bond per month on the Treasury Direct Gov website dating back to the 
start of the EE Bonds in 01/1980 and they are worth BILLIONS.

 Provide a lawful written contract agreed and signed for by both parties binding them into the 
contract. Or a lawful written agreement signed by both parties agreeing to fund and pay for wars, 
enslavement, genocide.

Find enclosed the offer of a contract for acceptance and after considering the kind offer it is not acceptable, I 
do not consent how many times do you need telling stupid? I do not understand how  many times do you 
need telling stupid? And yes stupid and an imbecile is and applies to jane toman and the rest of the 
treasonous criminals that work for the foreclosed council. When jane toman and the rest of the lawfully sued 
criminals have paid her and their debts she and they have lawfully agreed to but all remains in dishonour 
hiding behind a foreclosed, corrupt, treasonous, high treasonous, governments legal system, jane toman and 
the rest of the criminals must be complete imbeciles to continue especially being served notice after notice 
after notice you are all pathetic.

A bill as per jane tomans own accord and an up to date statement that needs payment immediate to avoid 
common law court proceeding and if you jane toman think for one second I am bluffing continue this 
charade and I will start a common law court and all your criminals that work at the foreclosed council will be
sent notices to attend to defend your fraudulent claims. This will be done in Leicester so there is absolutely 
no excuse whatsoever for all of the accused to turn up and defend just how exactly the council for decades 
have deceived the general public and have by force made sovereign men and women pay an unlawful by 
consent tax that only applies to corporations and the ALL CAPS is a corporation which jane toman has been 
told about many times and she just continues like a silly little child for an adult her behaviour is somewhat 
astounding. 

How dare you ignore everything, how dare you continue to carry on like nothing has happen or been said, 
how dare you to continue to treat me as a slave, how dare you jane toman just ignore every question put 
forward, how dare you jane toman who do you jane toman think you jane toman are just so you jane toman 
know exactly who I am talking too, instead of your childish legal fiction I am talking and addressing you 
jane toman the woman in your person and private unlimited capacity.

If you or any member of Blaby District council have put the legal fiction name on the voters register 
without my consent I will sue you jane toman. these forms were returned therefore there should be no 
mail from Blaby District council addressed to the legal fiction and any and all consent has been 
removed already especially when sharing any private and personal details.
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In sincerity and honour, without ill-will, prejudice, frivolity, or vexation with clean hands in equity. 

Yours sincerely,

By reasonable Accommodation

Crown: DOE (De Facto)________________________

Sovereign: John-Henry [CD](De Jure)__________________

Private Persons Personal Representative [AB]: Christian________________

To CEO, JANE TOMAN    Respondent
Blaby District Council Yours sincerely,
Council Offices
Desford Road   By:
Narborough
Leicester                                                            By: Sovereign ©Steven of the family: Kirk
LE19 2EP             Authorized Agent and Representative for STEVEN KIRK™
DUN No: 236643755 No assured value, No liability. Errors & Omissions Excepted.                         

All Unalienable Rights Reserved.

                                                WITHOUT RECOURSE – NON-ASSUMPSIT
Calls maybe recorded

End of document.

Seal Thumb Print
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